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EDITORS’ NOTE

The Carl was established in 1999 as The
Carletonian’s biweekly arts and culture supplement.
It is published the Friday of second, fourth, sixth and
eighth week.

Please send all inquiries, letters-to-the-editor, care
packages, etc. to:

The Carl / Carletonian Office
Sayles 210
300 North College Street
Northfield, MN 55057

CARLMAGAZINE.COM

At the outset of the New Year, little is certain, save the
absolute horror of January. It’s cold, it’s miserable, the Golden
Globes happen, etc., etc.. We’ll stop there, because we at The Carl
know that you, our readers, would rather do the complaining your-
selves. Don’t worry, everyone does it—everyone loves doing it. It’s
what binds us and keeps us sane on this, the coldest Friday of the
bleakest of months. Go ahead, tell the stranger next to you how
cold you think it is outside. You’ll both feel better afterwards.

Now, sit back with your Carl and forget (after scanning the
cold-weather-themed cover and masthead art) that there’s any-
thing outside worth complaining about. Let The Carl be your oasis,
your dreamworld, a place where Santa is still around and giving
interviews, where sex with food is a concern worthy of a column,
and where that new Animal Collective album might actually be as
good as people say it is (maybe). It’s not perfect, but in these dark
times, even the dimmest light shines as a distant star. Besides,
we know you all can pick up the slack for us.

WINTER SUX ‘09

- Tom Fry, on behalf of the Executive Editors
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THE TOP FIVE

Rhyming New Year’s Resolutions

1. More wine ‘09

2. Don’t tussle with the muscle

3. Deny it, supply it

4. Be cool, stay in school

5. Bludgeon curmudgeons

Throwing hot water into the air

HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1

Cake farts

“I party with the best of them”
-Gary Telgenhoff, CSI Convo

d
THE SCHILLOMETER

THE PHOTO POLL
May I Have This Dance?

— Juliet Dana ‘09
“No”

— Mallory Monsma ‘11— Jacob Canfield ‘12

— Katie Williams ‘10 — Jane Stitt ‘11 — Ryan Babbish ‘11
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Late this past summer, Carleton installed a phallic cement sidewalk to make the campus “more welcoming” to the Northfield community. Known to
most of us as “The Penis,” she was a creamy tan testament to masculinity and subversive contractors. While The Penis was soon drawing attention from
all over Northfield, word quickly spread that the administration was having second thoughts. More than 160 Carls, Oles and local bloggers joined
Facebook’s “Save The Penis” in support but, in a matter of days, The Penis was gone. Our actions grabbed the attention of bloggers from Northfield
(http://locallygrownnorthfield.org/post/6595/) to New York (http://firsttimelongtime.wordpress.com/2008/11/21/friday-links-20/), but only the memories
will live on. We tried, we failed, and we lost a treasured member of Carleton. But lest we never forget- The Penis (2008-2008).

Although Carleton’s fear and persecution of
conservative politics hasn’t quite reached
McCarthy-like proportions, I am fairly convinced
that most students here are at least spooked by
conservatives and Republicans. And, superficial-
ly, why not? Who isn’t afraid of some backwoods
Baptist with a few more guns and a few fewer
teeth than the rest of us? Or else the fat, entitled
corporate overlord who, through his own evil ego-
tism, economically sodomizes his employees and
the third world alike? These images are far from
endearing and, like most stereotypes, contain at
least a taste of truth. However, this article would
ask you to look past the media’s labeling and, in
the spirit of a liberal arts education, glance at
what conservative politics are (and are not) at
Carleton and perhaps get to know thy enemy. This
is not Dateline material, but rather a foray into
Carleton’s collectivist zeitgeist to clarify miscon-
ceptions and give you pause before disowning
your conservative friends.

Many well-intentioned liberals look at what
some American conservatives have done with reli-
gion and feel the urge to vomit riotously all over
their televisions. What they may not know is that
many conservatives feel the same way. The
prospect of the American federal government car-
rying out the orders of Mike Huckabee’s God is
frightening to anyone who wishes to progress
beyond the Dark Ages. Although fundamentalist
Christians are attracted to the right, here’s some-

thing you may not know about the Republican
Party: traditionally conservative politics have
opted for small government and maximum civil
liberties. The common association of “right wing
nut jobs” with a born-again legion of politicians
who hate gays and love napalm is simply wrong;
that’s some breed of theocratic dictatorship. I
can’t help that the world has bastardized the term
“conservative” to be inherently religious, military,
and oppressive, but I can hopefully clue you in on
this: traditional Republican ideals find theocracy
and big government abhorrent. So if we ever come
to talk politics, do not assume that I (or any con-
servative) would find political utopia in the
Vatican Americana.

In fact, there is an alternative form of politi-
cal conservatism that some of you may have heard
of; it’s called libertarianism. I mention this
because most of the conservatives I’ve met at
Carleton are not, in fact, Republicans but liber-
tarians. To explain, given modern political associ-
ations, libertarian is to Republican as Homo sapi-
ens is to Homo erectus in that libertarians, being
a touch more evolved, don’t care if homos make
you erectus. Phylogenetically speaking. Politically
speaking, it means that libertarians are in favor of
maximum civil liberties and minimal government
interference. Yes, I said civil liberties, which
include gay marriage, abortion, and all the rest of
it. And yes, these ideas are more traditionally con-
servative than the biblical social planning advo-

cated by modern day “Republicans.” If your mind
just exploded, it’s ok. We don’t have socialized
healthcare yet. Indeed, healthcare leads me
directly to my next point about libertarians and
small government (about which Carl’s Dems will
actually crap bricks), which is that libertarians
have a novel idea about money; if you earned it,
you get to keep it. Now I know such talk makes us
all a little skittish, especially as we get closer to
the cities, but the point here is to quiet the Red
Scare; so far be it from me to try and convert any-
one. I’m just suggesting that this logically, eco-
nomically, politically, intellectually, morally cor-
rect idea shouldn’t scare you, not that you should
do anything so extreme as subscribe to it. Maybe
you’ll even consider thinking about it.

Politics and religion, as the two most divisive
tools in human history, have earned a special
place in my heart; however, such acerbic affection
is only possible once we’ve all realized that there
are, in fact, scarier things than people who dis-
agree with us- like a lot of people who do agree
with us and push us towards close-minded
extremism. [cough] That and the death tax. The
important thing to remember is that, short of a
massive admission of guilt from everyone whose
opinions differ from mine, these problems will
never be resolved, but by remaining frightened
and uninformed you’re missing half the fun.

Carleton’s Red State Scare BY EMIL CONSTANTINO

The Penis: A Retrospective For Those Abroad BY MATT PIEH
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Started as an informal class offered by
Annelise Lawson and Tom Weishan, Cooler
Ranch practices both long and shot form
improv. (They opened for Cujokra 9th week
of last term.) Go support them in their first
solo show!

Carleton’s oh-so-hot-but-in-winter dance
program is in Sayles this time, and now you
don’t have to walk through the tundra to get
to the (less choreographed) Sayles Dance
that follows.

Henry Moscowitz directs three one-
act plays by Samuel Beckett.
Complex, abstract, and existential.
By seeing these plays you qualify
for preliminary beatnik status.

Funny, lively, and moving, the
Vagina Monologues are a no-fail
evening of V-day entertainment.

Based off of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s novel,
The House of Seven Gables is “melodra-
matic and plot-driven in the best sense,
possessed of mystery, high comedy,
romance, and ghosts.” Expect great direc-
tion, plus wonderful costumes and sets
thanks to this term’s Props and Costume
Design classes. This is the play I would
have auditioned for if I could act.

Directed by Eric Naeseth. A drama
about how “how the relationships
between three people – a marriage,
an affair, and a deep friendship –
all came to fail.”

A ful l - length comedy yet to be
written by students, directed by
Chase Kimball , Tom Weishan,
and Annelise Lawson.

Edward Albee’s play, A Delicate Balance, is
a window into the WASPy world of Agnes and
Tobias, a fifty-something couple whose home
becomes a gathering place for outsiders over
the course of two evenings, upsetting the ‘deli-
cate balance’ of their lives. Claire, Agnes’s
alcoholic, outspoken sister, is a resident out-
sider, living with them because she can’t sup-
port herself. Harry, Tobias’s best friend, and
his wife, Edna, stop by during the first evening
for what appears to be a social call, but then
Harry and Edna reveal that they have been
struck by some indescribable, intangible fear
and are too frightened to go home, requesting
instead to stay with their good friends. The sec-
ond evening welcomes Agnes and Tobias’s
daughter, Julia, who has returned home after
her fourth failed marriage and is irate that
Harry and Edna have moved into her room.
What ensues is a play that is at times hilarious,
at times discouraging, always perceptive, and
full of the tension of strained relationships.

This was a beautiful production with a jaw-
droppingly stunning set and the high caliber
acting that is simply to be expected of the
Guthrie. Raye Birk’s portrayal of Tobias was
dead on; there was just enough steel under-
neath his tolerant, passive exterior to make him
a complete and compassionate figure. Candy
Buckley’s Claire was lively and outrageous, say-
ing exactly what she shouldn’t and obnoxiously
“playing” the accordion, yet also, in some of
her more somber, if not necessarily more sober,
moments, revealing her true affection for Julia
and Tobias.

Though this was a very solid play with qual-
ity acting and a good amount of thought provo-
cation, I occasionally felt that it was a little too
“middle-aged.” Maybe that was because the
characters were all over thirty, maybe the
themes of familial relationships and fear seem
more appropriate for an older audience, or
maybe it was just me – it’s hard to say. Albee
did win a Pulitzer for this play, so if you have
the time and are already making a trip to the
cities, it’s worth it.

Theater Review:
A Delicate
Balance at the
Guthrie

The Revolution
Presents

Betrayal

The House of the
Seven Gables The Vagina

Monologues

Rough for Theatre

Winter Ebony

Cooler Ranch

BY MANDY ZOCH

3RD
Week

Preview of
Winter
Term
Performances

4TH
Week

6TH
Week

7TH
Week

8TH
Week

10TH
Week

LNT

...is coming

BY KRISTEN ASP
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Just the other day I was having coffee and a cozy conversation with a friend
when a totally revolutionary question crossed my mind – why is dating at
Carleton so juvenile? Why can’t people just ask each other out? My compan-
ion quickly agreed that although a direct approach to relationships would be
mature and maybe even reasonable – it rarely seems to be the route that we
choose at school. I wasn’t satisfied with our defeatist conclusion. I wanted to
analyze the situation in depth, so I did what any thorough student would do –
I made a pro/con list.

Direct pursuit:
Pro:

If you decide to simply “go for it,” which may
simply mean striking up a conversation with the
object of your affection, you actually have an
opportunity to gauge their feelings. Namely, if
your interest smiles and responds to your greet-
ings and health inquires with “I’m great! How are
you?” fab. If they slap you, or run away, oh well,
onwards.
Con:

Well, as I already mentioned, they may slap
you and run away.

Pre-dating interest: direct pursuit or
convoluted games

Tea, coffee, and other virgin beverages:
Pro:

Asking your interest to tea or coffee will give
you an opportunity to get to know them one-on-
one, without the pressure of being surrounded by
your or their posse. You may even be able to learn
some things about them that you didn’t already
read off their Facebook wall or picked up from
their ex’s roommate.
Con:

You will actually have to face your fears and
have a conversation with this person. Here you
risk looking ridiculous, sounding ridiculous, and
revealing that you are not quite as perfect or put-
together as you have succeeded at appearing to
them. Thus, naturally the situation may explode
in your face, and you will be left with shards of
your dignity floating in a pond of tea and embar-
rassment.

Choosing your path: tea or tequila?

Convoluted game:
Pro:

If you instead choose the more common
Carleton path and attempt to convey your interest
telepathically, the object of your desire may find
you at best creative, or at worst creepy, which
really wouldn’t make you very different here any-
way. Besides, indirect pursuit offers a myriad of
options. Strategically placing yourself outside
your crush’s door, at the entrance of his or her
chemistry class, or behind them in the dinner line
is sure to get you noticed, and if done frequently
and relentlessly it may even convey your passion.
Con:

This type of pursuit depends highly on your
telepathy skills and the creep-o-meter of your
crush. They may find that seeing you outside
their physics class is cute, but they could also
think that you’re A) stalking them or B) have blad-
der issues because their physics classroom is
right next to the bathroom, and you are there
every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday like clock-
work.

Tequila, straight-up:
Pro:

If all goes well you will get to hook-up with this
person. If all goes really well and you strategical-
ly act drunker than you are while making sure that
your crush is drunker than they feel, you may even
spend the night together. In any case, with
enough liquor at least you won’t leave empty-
handed.
Con:

You may be so embarrassed by your behavior
the night before that talking to this person again
may not seem like the brightest idea. But did I
mention that at least you won’t leave empty-hand-
ed?

Dating – spending time
affectionately or effectively?

L. is for the way you look at me:
Pro:

Actually dating someone and spending work-
free time with them can be really rewarding. Your
significant other can quickly become you friend,
confidante, and supporter, someone you can
laugh and cry together with, say anything to, and
do anything with. Going on dates, although occa-
sionally pricey, can give you the illusion of being
in the real world, and all that other stuff that
Carleton students occasionally strive for.
Con:

School work, activities, friends, and now a sig-
nificant other? When are you supposed to do any-
thing? You barely have enough time to grab lunch
at the LDC let alone sit down for an hour meal at
Hogan Brothers.

Unite and conquer
Pro:

You can maximize time together while not
compromising any of your other engagements. Do
homework together: what’s cuter than homework
date, you with your English reading, and your sig-
nificant other working hard at that orgo problem
set? Have meals together, and bring all your
friends to maximize the fulfillment of your social
obligations. As long as you effectively incorporate
your s.o. into everything you do you’ll never have
to take time out of your busy schedule for them.
Con:

What? There are cons to effective time combi-
nations? Well, you may not have much alone time,
but at least your homework will be done.

The Pros and Cons of
Juvenile Dating BY SASHA KOROBOVA
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In case your love life was boring all fall with-
out me, J. Woodcock Strong has returned, this
time with a few ideas on how to combine suste-
nance with sex.

In terms of using food in the bedroom, there
are always the tame, typical routes.
The most traditional: whipped
cream doubles quite nicely as
lingerie. According to official
Carl product testers, home-
made heavy whipping
cream is the most deli-
cious option—however,
it doesn’t have the
sticking and staying
power of a can of
Reddi-Wip. It’s up to
you whether you want
your whipped cream biki-
ni to be tasty or function-
al—either way, try
whipped-creaming your nip-
ples and anywhere else your
lover might want to use his or her
tongue. And despite the lack of images
in the media of men covering themselves with
dairy treats, I’m sure a whipped cream dong can-
not be beat.

For more sweet treats, check out the Kama

Sutra Lover’s Paintbox. With this set you can dip
a paintbrush into white, dark, or milk chocolate,
and cover your lover’s body with chocolate art or
messages of love. Also available: chocolate tattoos
and edible panties or bras on nawtythings.com—

while the website doesn’t explain exactly
what the panties are made of, it
does explain the complex chem-
istry that goes into their use:

“The original edible
undies! Sensuous with
taste. When worn, normal
body moisture and heat
will make them more pli-
able and flavorful. The
more you lick, the better
they taste. Lick and nib-
ble your way to erotic
ecstasy and fun! One size
fits most.”

For a cheaper, DIY ver-
sion, just wrap your goods in a

Fruit Roll-Up. Currently manufac-
tured Fruit Roll-Up flavors include

Betty Crocker Fruit Roll-Ups current fla-
vors: Blastin' Berry Hot Colors, Cherry Orange
Wildfire, Crazy Pix Cool Chix Berry Wave, Crazy
Pix Wild Ones Blastin' Berry, Electric Blue
Raspberry, Flavor Wave, Strawberry, Strawberry

Kiwi Kick, Sunberry Burst, Tropical Tie-Dye,
Electric Yellow, Sizzlin' Red, Screamin 'Green,
and Super Sour Lemon Drop Dead.

I realize this is all pretty sugary. If you are
watching your health and adhering to the food
pyramid, there are some even more exciting uses
for fruits and veggies. It’s hard not to think of the
phallic qualities of a banana when you’re eating it
in a crowd, so why not take advantage of this in
private? Additionally, carrots and cucumbers can
play a similar role. Passion Produce has cornered
the market on vegetable pleasure, however, with
their corncob innovation:

“More than your garden-variety vibrator, this
husky eight-inch corn star is made of hypoaller-
genic, nontoxic, food-grade ‘intimate skin’ poly-
mer -- scented or unscented -- and it's all FDA
approved. You'll feel an instant vegetable magnet-
ism with its six-speed motor; it's strong enough to
power a tractor and to satisfy the heartiest of
appetites.”

Another less reputable website suggests sav-
ing money by making “home-made vaginas” with
objects such as watermelons.

Whatever you do, remember: with all food
products there is danger of yeast infection, aller-
gic reaction, and getting shit lost inside of you.

Food for Thought:

PARTY BRIEFS

BY J. WOODCOCK STRONG

Eurotrash Party
Host: Rose Chahla
Location: Apartment of Dan Jensen and Max Davidson

When I arrived at around 10:30 p.m., the party was split into two dis-
tinct groups: those class of 2010ers who had lived in Goodhue freshmen
year, chatting about their start-of-terms and lounging around the couch-
es, and another group consisting of randos congregating in the kitchen.
The lights were on. I noticed only but a few creepy Eurotrashy costumes.
The general ambiance was a little awkward at first, as socializing felt a
little forced. It still escapes me how any two people dressed in Eurotrash
could have a relatively sober and yet productive or substantial conversa-
tion together.

As the next half hour passed, the atmosphere loosened up consider-
ably, perhaps with the help of High Life Light. For the better part of the
next two hours, the groups generally merged in the living room and
danced to the likes of Lil’ Wayne, Kelis, and Flo Rida, among other sim-
ilar artists. “This just got freaky,” proclaimed party host Rose Chahla
’10. Many fresh faces continued to arrive, giving the dance floor a solid
30 people at its height. The Eurotrash party was generally a success: a
great warm up for winter term dance parties to come.

Kate’s 21st
Hosts/Location: The Warehouse

This party occurred on the Saturday before the first day of classes,
and was thus missing those who had not yet arrived to Carleton. But alas.
I have never been to a boring Warehouse Party and the awkwardly large
apartment has been aptly passed down from last year. The celebration
was complete with cupcakes and other appropriately themed goods (the
frosting of which was smeared on the authors jacket, still unaware of how
that happened). A few people were playing beer pong on a table, howev-
er the majority of people congregated around the deserts and near the
kitchen. The talk was dominated with mostly repetitive winter break tales
and excitement for the new term. And that was mostly what the party was:
standing around catching up and seeing new faces.

The party abruptly “ended” with the ringing of the building fire alarm
and the under-21s frantically gathering their things and literally running
from the premises. However, those with legal security remained and a
small group reportedly stayed up until 10 a.m. the next morning. That
was perhaps either conflicted or aided by the presence of 4th and only
male roommate Alex Gibson ’10. This was a great social start to the term.

BY DAN CURME

The Return of the Carl Sex Column
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Randy Peck is a custodian, photographer and punk rock poet.
But he moonlights as Santa Claus.

MAKING A LIST

This winter break, many Carleton students had
a harder time than usual finding a job. With the
current recession forcing Americans to think twice
about their holiday purchases, retailers cut back
on the seasonal jobs that college students—espe-
cially those with breaks from Thanksgiving to New
Year’s—used to be able to snatch
up with ease.

But like the Scotch pine tree,
colorful, flashing lights and
mediocre bourbon, one holiday fix-
ture remained absolutely recession-
proof: the mall Santa. Good times
or bad, thousands of men who look
like Saint Nicholas were called
upon to don the traditional garb
and put in shifts in their local malls
as the Santa Claus-in-residence.
One such Santa is Randy Peck, a

veteran Carleton custodial worker.
Peck has been working as Santa at
the Valley West Mall in
Bloomington, MN for 18 years.
After putting in red-eye shifts at
the Recreation Center, Peck drives
to the mall where he throws on his
Santa suit and cap, applies blush
to his cheeks and further whitens his already
white beard.

I meet Randy at the Rec Center around noon,
just as he is finishing his shift for the day. He is
perfectly rotund, with a ring of white hair around
his bald head, a big white beard and a set of
friendly, bright blue eyes. My first thought is that
even without the accoutrements he has on the job,
Peck could pass for Santa. (Although Santa would

probably never sport a stud in his left ear, some-
thing that Peck does quite well.)

As the Valley West Mall Santa, Peck lives for
two things: the thrill of the kids as they sit on his
lap, and the joy of the parents as they capture the
moment with a photo. “The pictures are magical,”

remarks Peck. After 18 years on the job, many of
the kids Peck sees have seen him year after year,
and as far as they are concerned, Peck is Santa;
it’s the same guy in all the photos, after all. And
while he can’t remember their names, he tells me
that he can often remember seeing the same
unique smiles over and over again.

I had imagined that in his time as Santa, hear-
ing wishlist after wishlist, Peck had seen kids ask

for some pretty strange stuff, but I was wrong.
Requests range from the incredibly idealistic—
peace on earth—to videogame systems like the
Nintendo Wii, which Peck says has been a hot
item for years. The most sobering Christmas wish
Peck ever heard? A homeless child who asked for

nothing more than a house to live
in. “That just broke my heart,”
Peck says sadly.

Peck began his career as a
Santa after being laid off from a
food services job, shortly before
he began working at Carleton.
When a friend showed him an ad
listing for a mall Santa, he
jumped at the opportunity. As
with any other job, Peck has a
method for dealing with each
child. First, he asks for their
name, always replying how beau-
tiful it is. (He swears he means
it.) Did they get what they wanted
last year, he asks? What do they
want this year? He questions how
they get along with their sib-
lings—most don’t—and implores
them to show more patience.

(This move always gets a smile from the parents.)
He wonders aloud what kind of cookies they will
have for him when he delivers their presents on
Christmas Eve. He completes the act by shaking a
set of jingle bells and telling the kid to listen for
them at night, a nod to his youth when he always
thought he heard Santa’s jingle bells on the roof
at Christmas. In the moment when a kid is in his
lap, Peck seems to be somewhere between an

PECKIN’ IT TWICE

BY DAN SUGARMAN
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an actor and a babysitter.
Talking to Peck, I get a sense that he genuinely

loves being a Santa. (A feeling that I suppose 18
holiday seasons under his belt supports.) Peck
often works as a pro bono Santa for special needs
children and adults, some of whom are up to 50
years-old but still light up when they see him
enter the room. He was Santa for a holiday party
hosted by other Carleton employees. He even once
allowed a couple to put a chained pitbull that
reeked like absolute shit in his lap, all the while
managing a smile for the camera.

Peck’s dream—Santa-wise, that is—is to even-
tually be one of the elite few Santas who can ditch
their full-time job and make enough money during
the holidays to pursue other opportunities during
the rest of the year. And that’s no pipe dream.
This past year, Peck was the Santa at a Finnish
Christmas celebration at Minneapolis’ famous
Orchestra Hall, which he considered to be a great
honor. Next year, Peck might address the entire
crowd, which numbers in the hundreds.

Peck is also undoubtedly one of the coolest
Santas to grace any American mall. An amateur
musician and poet, Peck recorded an incredible
single with Carleton College alumni and
Minneapolis indie rock darlings Gospel Gossip.
The song, called “Industrial Disease,” is a chug-
ging three-chord rocker featuring lyrics that Peck
first wrote for a “Bad Poetry Contest” sponsored
by Carleton’s Breaking Ground magazine in the
early ‘90s. Peck regularly sings it when Gospel
Gossip plays at The Cave. He is an amateur pho-
tographer and videographer, with some of his work
having been featured in art shows, and has an
extensive collection of live concerts at the Cave
that he has recorded over the years.

I was reminded during my conversation with
Peck that while the so-called quirkiness of
Carleton’s students is relentlessly talked about,
its employees are sometimes way more interesting
than its students. Upperclassmen might remem-
ber that a few years ago, The Carl profiled Rob
Morrow, a security guard and photographer with
more than a few great stories to tell. For anyone
out there keeping count, Peck definitely ranks up
there among Carleton’s legendary employees.
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Animal Collective is like the indie music
world’s great big joke on the listening populace at
large. As a highly experimental group where all
the members wore masks and had vaguely
zoomorphic alter-egos, they would have seemed
weird enough even if all their early music wasn’t
impossible to listen to. Then, to make things
worse, they put out a string of albums, starting
with Sung Tongs, that all their fans hailed as great
pop even though they were still really weird and
had little in common with Rihanna other than the
fact that there were innumerable bad remixes of
both on HypeMachine. The truth of Animal
Collective’s latest album, Merriweather Post
Pavilion, is that it will probably be totally foreign
to anyone uninitiated to the band’s sound, that it
will be hailed by devout fans as the “bangers”
that the Beach Boys would have made if they had
been around longer, and that it is some amazing-
ly likeable experimental music that constitutes
Animal Collective finally cementing its signature
sound and making the best album of its career as
a band.

If there is a tendency to characterize
Merriweather Post Pavilion as Animal Collective’s
pop album it is because the pop moments in it are

undeniable, and will end up
stuck in a lot of heads.
Blending the electronic and
‘60s pop pastiche of member
Panda Bear’s Person Pitch
with the band’s signature trib-
al stomp and piercing yelps,
the album is a better con-
ceived Strawberry Jam and
feels like a highlight reel of the
band’s most exciting moments
(“Purple Bottle,” “Bros,” etc.).
The pop elements of the music
come in short segments that
are persistently looped into
slowly progressing songs that
feel like something on the edge
of a memory. Yet, their struc-
tures, backed by near-perfect-
ly-dropped backbeats, feel just
familiar enough to never lose
the listener. Occasionally, as
with “Summertime Clothes,”
the music does actually dip
into real pop music structures
while maintaining Animal
Collective’s untamed aesthet-
ic.

Since Animal Collective’s songs are rather lin-
ear constructions that work through a collection of
musical ideas, the album’s high points come not
with songs reaching climaxes, but rather with
accruing adrenal momentum of the loops in the
songs. These sorts of epiphanies happen often,
though, and it’s hard to avoid singing along with
stupid loops like the phrase “lion in a coma” on
“Lion In A Coma” that maintain an exciting if
inscrutable feel of musical adventure. The lyrics
are intentionally vague and hard to make out, and
their power lies more in the melody they con-
tribute than in their literal meaning, particularly
on songs like album standout “My Girls.”

Ultimately, Merriweather Post Pavilion can
compel the listener to analyze its unusual compo-
sition, which no indie music fan would want to
miss doing assiduously, but it is also eminently
listenable and strikingly familiar in a way that
invites a casual, almost background listening.
This is never going to be banging in the club, per
se, but it may be creeping around the edge of our
collective consciousness, and if Animal Collective
ever had a shot at widening its appeal, this album
is it.

To kick off this new Carl feature, we asked
President Rob Oden to list five of his favorite
songs or albums. Generously, he even gave us a
few extras:
Beethoven's String Quartets – “Because music
gets no more subtle, complex, moving, and forev-
er.”
Don Mclean, “American Pie” or “The Day the
Music Died” (in the full, eleven-minute version) –
“The song commemorates the crash near Clear
Lake, Iowa, in 1959 that killed Buddy Holly and
others. Great lyrics, including: ‘took my Chevy to
the levee but the levee was dry.’”
The Police, “Every Breath You Take,” from
Synchronicity - Why? I'm still today stopped in my
tracks by the insistent beat. But the lyrics still
worry me a lot: it’s all, apparently, about stalking
and hence very hard to take.
The Wee Five, “When I Woke Up This Morning” -
A one-hit wonder. Because I used to drive out to
the Black Hills of South Dakota some summers in
early high school years, and this song would
appear, with spooky regularity, on any rock station
to which the pickup's radio was tuned.
The Beatles, “I Want to Hold Your Hand” -
Because it was one of the first Beatles hits many
of us in the US heard, along with “Love, Love me
Do” and others:
“Yesterday” and “Eleanor Rigby” - Simply haunt-
ing.
Bob Dylan, “Blowin’ in the Wind” and “The Times
They are a Changin’” - Because they were the
theme songs of the 1960’s protest movement.
Johnny Cash, “I Walk the Line,” and “It Ain’t Me,
Babe” – “The latter was composed by Bob Dylan
but best performed by Johnny Cash and June
Carter.”

BY KYLE KRAMER

Featured Review: Animal Collective:
Merriweather Post Pavilion

Making Lists:
Rob Oden’s
Top Songs
AS TOLD TO GREG HUNTER
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We’ve quoted them, we’ve made Youtube par-
odies of their songs, we’ve giggled like prepubes-
cent girls at their lyrics; and now The Lonely
Island, Andy Samberg, Jorma Taccone, and Akiva
Schaffer, are back with a vengeance in the huge-
ly popular “Jizz in My Pants”. These wisecracking
young lads hailing from Los Angeles have made a
name for themselves in the past few years among
youtubeophiles and staunch SNL supporters alike
with music ranging from pop ballads to pseudo-
gangster hip hop. Their first single, “Jizz in My
Pants,” off their looming debut album, INCRED-
IBAD, has managed to create a lot of buzz for this
trio of man-boys - 17 million hits on Youtube and
counting.

As a self-proclaimed Lonely Island advocate I
was very intrigued to see if they had the goods to
compete in the legitimate realm of popular music
and in a simple answer: yes they do. You may be
questioning “what sets these immature men with
a video camera a part from the hundreds of other
immature men with video cameras?” Well, nothing
really; except that The Lonely Island have man-
aged to put themselves at the forefront of a cul-
ture trend while simultaneously making their
music accessible to millions (check the Youtube
count again if you need proof). Plus, it is undeni-
able the song is just damn catchy with memorable
lines such as “move in close as the lasers fly/our
bodies touch and the angels cry”. In the past few
weeks I have heard countless people reciting the
lyrics to one another, seen plenty of people down-
load the song off iTunes, and, sadly, watched
dozens of really pathetic Youtube remakes. How
many pop stars can say they wield that kind of
cultural power?

Those who have fallen within this cultural wake
can expect the album, due out on February 10, to
be full of the same quality of material, and those
hungry for more can discover these men’s wacky
minds on lonelyisland.com.

The Very Best, made up of Malawian singer
Esau Mwamwaya and European producer
Radioclit, has released a free mixtape fusing West
African tradition and samples pulled from
America’s own “indie” traditions. A concept at
first kitschy and worn, the Very Best refuse to
adhere to the stereotypes that trail unions of this
sort.

Opening with “Kamphopo,” a track based on
an Architecture in Helsinki song, they establish
their style with expansive vocals and driving per-
cussion that enhance its Western counterpart
instead of attempting to mimic or oppose it. The
same sentiments can be felt for the fresh covers
of M.I.A.’s “Boyz” and the Beatles’ “Birthday,”
which give us new, upbeat perspectives on tired
tracks. The Very Best don’t appear afraid to try
anything, including toying with South African
instruments and movie scores, but these efforts
are meant simply as a backdrop for the original
world visions of the artists at hand.

It’s official: with the exception of Kanye West
and maybe Jay-Z (on a good day), there’s not a
single rapper in the industry that can hold a can-
dle Ludacris’ ego, and none that can make arro-
gance quite so funny. Theater of the Mind is Chris
Bridges’ sixth studio album, but its energy could
easily be mistaken for a debut.

Here, the one-liners and puns are rattled off at
gatling-gun pace with that irresistible blunt edge
that allows Ludacris to get away with saying pret-
ty much whatever he wants. And he gets away with
quite a bit, with lines like, “Top five, damn right
but really it just hit me/That three of your top
five’s too scared to fuck wit’ me.” And that’s when
he’s being modest.

Unfortunately, Theater isn’t simply Ludacris’
ode to how great he is. It’s also a concept album,
framed as a theatrical (get it?) performance. Here,
things don’t always work. Cramming as many
stock sound effects as he can into tracks filled
with his “co-stars” (he has no featured guests),
the novelty quickly wears out its welcome, and
ultimately, adds little to the tracks.

Thankfully, the album is about as solid an
offering as one can get and there really are no
weak points. The lyricism and production are, at
times, excellent, particularly on “I Do It For Hip-
Hop,” the Lil’ Wayne collaboration “Last of a
Dying Breed,” and DJ Premier’s “MVP.” Most of
all, it’s what T.I.’s Paper Trail should have been:
an egotistical, swaggering record that needs no
illusion of seriousness to showcase the talent it
possesses.

BY MAX DAVIDSON

BY SALOMONE BAQUIS

BY KELLY O’BRIEN

The Very Best:
Esau Mwamwaya
And Radioclit
Are The Very
Best

More Reviews: Ludacris:
Theater of the
Mind

The Lonely
Island: “Jizz In
My Pants”
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Just last Friday, Carleton welcomed a new
exhibit to its Art Gallery, Modernizing Melodrama.
This show is concerned with documenting the
uses of melodrama in America. The exhibit
attempts to look at this genre as a means of cul-
tural and “democratic” storytelling. According to
the introductory text, melodrama “accommodates
to storytelling needs of masses,” and thus can be
viewed and understood by people of diverse back-
grounds, ethnicities, and religions.

The show is organized into three main sec-
tions, including Codifying Emotion: Gesture and
Expression, which explores the documentation of
gestures and emotions, aesthetically and scientif-
ically. This portion is full of books and pictures
which attempt to convey emotions visually. Many
of the works are based on the work of Francois
Delsarte, a French voice and acting teacher who
focused on connecting outward expressions and
gestures with inner feelings.

Another section is Recognizing Virtue: Pathos
and Action, which explores how “moral legibility
is orchestrated in representation of suffering.”
Melodrama capitalizes on both action and emo-
tion, and the show studies this idea by displaying
action-related and emotion-related photographs
and advertisements. Finally, the last section of
the exhibit is entitled Encountering Narrative:
Moving Pictures and Still Frames. This section
features stills from film and life that play on the
viewer’s ability to imagine an entire story based

on a single image.
Of the many shows that I have seen at the

Carleton Art Gallery, this one has some of the
most visually memorable pieces. One of these is
Xavier Travera’s three photographs from La Pasion
Series. Also notable are the two large screens in
the middle of the space that continually show
excerpts from motion pictures made as early as
1903 and as recently as 2008. The sound of the
films is silenced, allowing the viewer to focus only
on the actions and the acting. Finally, another
striking piece, which has the gallery’s small room
all to itself is Jennifer and Kevin McCoy’s
Suburban Horror. This is a multi-media work
which presents constructed models of scenes fre-
quently used by melodramatic films: a car driving
down a dark winding road, a housewife alone in
the kitchen in the evening, as well as a fighting
couple slashed by an enraged murderer with an
axe in a wooden cabin. The models are lit up
while a screen shows the same models shot by a
camera and set to appropriately haunting music,
allowing the viewer’s imagination to re-construct
these clichéd scenes into stories.

An element of the exhibit which I found par-
ticularly attractive is its attempt to incorporate
Carleton history and Carleton students into the
project. Several of the pieces are photographs of
the Carleton Mai Fête performances from 1919
and 1927. Furthermore, two Carleton students,
Andrew Tatge ’09 and Teddy Wolff ’10 con-

BY SASHA KOROBOVA

There are three main characters in George
Herriman’s Krazy Kat comic strip: the androgy-
nous, feline title character; Ignatz Mouse, whom
Krazy Kat is in love with and who wants only to
throw bricks at the cat; and Officer Bull Pupp, a
dog that strains to keep Ignatz in line. The prem-
ise of the strip is simple, but it provided for twen-
ty years of some of the most willfully surreal art

BY GREG HUNTER

Recognize the Virtue of Modernizing Melodrama

Krazy Kat Gets Konveniently Kollected

tributed pieces to the exhibit. Their photographs
dramatize various aspects of college life. Thus, by
looking at Carleton history as well as its present
for content, the exhibit effectively connects and
incorporates melodrama into what we know and
understand as members of the Carleton communi-
ty.

This particular show is extremely innovative
and rich in ideas. It would be futile and limiting
to attempt to enumerate all the thoughts, con-
cepts, and ideas that that the pieces bring up and
explore. I can share my own interpretations, but I
think it would be highly more productive for you
to find your own. Modernizing Melodrama, curat-
ed by Laurel Bradley and Carol Donelan, will be
on display at the Carleton College Art Gallery
through March 11th, so do stop by.

ever to reach the American public, beginning in
1913. Seattle publisher Fantagraphics (which
also puts out work by more contemporary comic
greats like Los Bros Hernandez) recently collected
several volumes of Herriman’s work under the title
Krazy and Ignatz. They’re available at our own
Gould Library, and may be, at the risk of hyper-
bole, like nothing else you’ve ever seen.

What’s striking about Krazy Kat is just how dif-
ferent it is from newspaper comics today. Each
strip is a full page, nine panels by nine panels,
with most middle panels featuring scenes from
outside the narrative. Given current papers’
cramped comic sections, usually with at least a
dozen strips to a page, it’s almost unfathomable
that so much space was devoted to just one.
Herriman’s draftsmanship, likewise, has little in
common with the assembly-line illustration style
of Garfield or The Boondocks. He works in
scratchy black lines, and his strips have a gener-
al raggedness, as if Herriman had to pencil down

each idea before he forgot it. (The strips are
sometimes inscrutable, and time is apparently not
to blame. According to the foreword of one collec-
tion, newspaper buyers were often baffled by
Krazy Kat, and Herriman was kept on largely
because of publisher and fan William Randolph
Hearst’s intervention.)

The Krazy Kat strips aren’t solely of academic
value. Readers who navigate the formal oddities of
Herriman’s work will find stories that are as funny
and inventive as they are disorienting.
(Herriman’s dreamlike version of the Arizona
desert, the backdrop of the strips, is engaging
purely in itself.) Most close with Ignatz success-
fully nailing Krazy Kat on the head with a brick
and then being dragged off to jail. Herriman
would draw small hearts rising from the point of
impact in these scenes, the most lasting image of
the strips and one that hints at what it’s like to
read them: bewildering, but soothing still.
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I saw the most expensive painting ever.
The painting’s actual title is Portrait of Adele

Bloch-Bauer I, but when describing the experi-
ence afterwards, I usually started with the most
obvious traits of the painting. “It’s gold. Kind of
textured. Klimt?” Most the time, people claim to
recall Gustav Klimt’s masterpiece. It features an
expanse of fanciful, golden textured cloth, barely
discernable against the also gold wallpaper that
dominates the painting; a woman’s pale face
stares at the viewer, poking up from a sea
of gold. But strangely, the most exciting
part of the painting is a little triangle of
green in the bottom corner. It balances the
painting and entices the viewer to imagine
a concrete world beyond the frame of the
abstract portrait. It’s an intriguing work,
but is it one worth 135 million dollars?

The painting took Klimt three years to
paint. Adele’s husband made his money in
the sugar industry and commissioned the
portrait in 1904. Klimt finished it in 1907.
Not surprisingly, the painting comes from
Klimt’s “gold period,” when he painted
gold leaf onto his canvases. The process
was time consuming, but the results gave
him celebrity and fame. He was the hit of
Vienna’s turn-of-the-century art scene.

By 2004, Adele Bloch-Bauer’s niece
Maria Altmann, then 90 years old, owned
the painting. Adele originally willed her
portrait to the Austrian National Gallery,
but in a court ruling in 2004, the niece
won the portrait along with four other Klimt
paintings when the Austrian Supreme Court
ruled that the paintings had never in fact
been owned by Adele and had always been
owned by her husband, who left his entire
estate to Altmann and her two deceased siblings.
The case was controversial, and popular senti-
ment in Austria was that the government had
allowed through arrogance and ineptitude the loss
of five national treasures.

But this is background. Maria Altmann, after
showing them in Los Angelas, sold the paintings.
Ronald Lauder bought Portrait of Adele Bloch-
Bauer I for 135 million dollars. The purchase
dropped a Picasso sold at auction in 2004 for
105 millions dollars to second place. Lauder had-
n’t just paid the most for any painting, he had
vaulted over the previous record by more than 30
million dollars.

As I walked down 86th Street this December
during a winter break trip to New York City, I did-
n’t know the background. I just knew that Ronald
Lauder had spent 100 million dollars on some

painting and it was housed at a gallery (the Neue
Gallerie) whose name I wasn’t sure how to pro-
nounce. So clear your mind of the previous para-
graphs as you walk with me down the quiet, opu-
lent street. We have nothing to do for the evening,
and it’s getting late and cold, and as we come to
Central Park, we see on the corner a stately man-
sion. The shape of the building is surprising;
plopped in the middle of Manhattan, it isn’t boxy
and volume-maximizing. Nor is it crammed

between other buildings, searching for space to
breathe. It has its own space, its own shape. And
on the side of the building, street-level, is a taste-
ful plaque engraved with “Neue Gallerie.”

When you accidentally walk past a building
that houses a museum that owns the most expen-
sive painting ever, it’s pretty hard to not enter.
Like the circuses displaying all manner of freaks
and weird people popular back when Klimt was
painting Adele’s portrait, it compellingly appeals
to your curiosity. I don’t expect to see anything
else besides the painting, and I still don’t mind
paying the entrance fee. I try to worm out of pay-
ing (“Is there a suggested price for admission?” I
asked. “Student price?”), but once inside, I’m
eager to see this painting.

The stairs are marble, the walls lined with dark
wood. A security guard stands at the door, anoth-

er next to the clerk who collects the entrance fee.
Another next to the coat check. Another taking the
coats, actually. The building is secure. It would
take Pierce Brosnan in that movie with Rene
Russo to successfully get out of this place. And
even then, what would you do with such a huge
painting once you got outside?

These are the questions running through my
mind as I climb the circling marble staircase. And
there it is. The painting. It doesn’t hang at the top

of the stairs exactly, but from the top, I can
easily see it hanging in the main room of the
second floor above a dark marble fireplace. I
approach the painting from the right, about
forty-five degrees from straight in front. It
just hangs there. No tricks; the painting does-
n’t spontaneously produce thousand dollar-
bills. It just hangs.

From seeing photos of it in newspapers
and on the Internet, I expected that the sea
of gold patterns would shimmer and leave me
overwhelmed and awed. Actually, the gold is
dull and subdued. It’s the face that really
draws my attention. She holds my stare, and
I notice her red lips and head of dark dark
hair. With all its abstraction, seeing it
reminds me that it’s a portrait of a woman
before it’s an experiment in abstraction.

I stare at it for a few moments before I
begin to feel awkward. There are two security
guards roaming, moving in and out of the
room, and three other middle-aged women
gawking at it. The room doesn’t have the
anonymity of a normal museum gallery where
I can stare as long as I want at a painting. I
don’t want them to think that I’m just a
wealth voyeur coming to see what one hun-
dred million dollars actually looks like. So I

look at the rest of the museum. There’s not much
there. A grandfather clock, a floor of weird pencil
drawings. The museum is the painting and the
painting is the museum.

And I think that in the end, that’s greatly detri-
mental for the painting. For all its gold and its
great size, the painting is personal, intimate, not
something that should serve as the cornerstone of
a gallery drawing in gawkers like me. In the paint-
ing, the most important part of the work, Adele’s
head and shoulders, is nearly overpowered by the
gold bling of the rest of the composition.
Likewise, after seeing the Portrait of Adele Bloch-
Bauer I, the painting itself was overpowered by
the glitz of 100 million dollars and an equally
expensive building that asked the painting to do a
little bit more than a portrait should.

On Viewing the World’s Most Expensive Painting

Fun Fact: You’d need $45,000 to buy one square inch of Klimt’s mas-
terpiece. The painting itself is almost 3,000 square inches large.

BY ALEX SCIUTO
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During winter break, I developed a little fixa-
tion on southern belle, femme fatale, and accom-
plished actress Tallulah Bankhead. The subject of
countless anecdotes often revolving around her
voracious sexuality (“My father warned me about
men and alcohol, but he didn’t say anything about
women and cocaine”), the high point of her film
career was a starring role in Alfred Hitchcock’s
Lifeboat (1944). The film’s primary conceit
should be familiar to Hitchcock fans from Rope
and Rear Window: it takes place entirely on a sin-
gle lifeboat, whose 9 (or fewer) occupants make
up a microcosm of American life during wartime.
Bankhead plays a self-absorbed journalist; the
cast also includes William Bendix, Hume Cronyn,
and Walter Slezak as an affable Nazi.

Courtesy of the Criterion Collection, I saw the
massively underappreciated Blast of Silence
(1961), an exercise in fatalism from the tail end
of classic film noir. Starring Allen Baron (who also
wrote and directed) as misanthropic hit man
Frankie Bono, this unique independent film
traces his nightmarish Christmas in the city trying
to rub out a mafioso – while avoiding all human
contact. The film’s selling point is the pervasive
voiceover by the grumbly, blacklisted Lionel
Stander, who appears to speak the hate in the

depths of Frankie’s soul. Dust off this lost treas-
ure and feel the yuletide gloom!

At long last, I watched Born in Flames (1983),
a feminist sci-fi film from activist director Lizzie
Borden. Shot on a minimal budget, it’s set 10
years after an American socialist revolution, when
a quasi-terrorist group called the Women’s Army
is fighting against what they consider govern-
ment-endorsed sexism. There are no stars, unless
you count Flo Kennedy, an eccentric lawyer who
described herself as a “loud-mouthed middle-
aged colored lady,” and the low production values
may be an issue for some viewers, but for me they
just added to the strange beauty of this film that
takes on gender, sex, and class in a fascinating
fictional framework, and even mixes in lengthy
scenes of pirate television and radio.

And finally, to meet my “weird movie” quota,
I watched Boxing Helena (1993), the directorial
debut of Jennifer Lynch (daughter of David).
Despite having Sands as a doctor who, obsessed
with a girl, decides to keep her captive and chop
off all of her limbs, it nonetheless fails in many
regards – for example, it’s dumb, not very visual-
ly appealing, and the ending is a total cop-out.
But if you want to see what surgeons do in their
off-hours, I suppose it’s worth a quick look.

Confessions of a
Celluloid Junkie
BY ANDREAS STOEHR

An Open Letter to Student Filmmakers
From the Carleton Film Society

Dear fellow students,
Carleton Film Society will be having a film

festival at the end of this term to showcase stu-
dent-produced films.

The purpose of this event is chiefly to exhib-
it longer, more involved films and help the cre-
ators get feedback—We are not trying to step on
DVDFest’s toes or steal any of its thunder and do
not want to compete with it. However, if you feel
limited by the restrictions of DVDfest and would
like to use the same footage for a project, your
'director's cuts' are more than welcome.

In order to avoid becoming a longer version of
DVDfest, we may be just a wittle selective. That
being said—art, experimental, documentary, and
fiction are all fair game.

SUBMISSION CRITERIA
Anything goes, except for exact DVDfest submis-
sions.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE
Monday, March 2 (9th Week)

If you have any questions, please contact either
me or Andrew Tatge.

Thanks,
Caitlin Magnusson

Alfred Hitchcock’s Lifeboat
(1944)

Blast of Silence (1961)

BY CAITLIN MAGNUSSON
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This is a film about the Camorra mafia con-
glomerate. I didn’t know anything about Gomorrah
when I went to it, other than it won some big
awards in Europe and that it was on the cover of
a recent issue of Sight and Sound (which is in our
library). It was not until reading that issue (after
watching the film) that I discovered that there
were five distinct narratives adopted from the
fact-based novel and that it is Italy’s entry into
the 2009 American academy awards. Oh, and the
author of the book is under permanent police pro-
tection.

For the first hour, I found the film slightly dis-
orienting. Who are all these people and what are
the extents of their relationships? Hierarchy
between characters in different plot threads is not
immediately established. But like an immersive
language classroom, the rules and relations of this

A Review of Gomorrah

society’s political and financial economy are slow-
ly rendered, and every now and then, violence
suddenly punctures the flow of the film. My
instinct to identify the perimeter, where the mob
began and ended with the rest of society, was dis-
appointed. Unlike the The Godfather, Sopranos,
or Goodfellas (American films about American
mafia) there is no seducing of innocent outsiders
or any serious conflicts with police. Parents do
not encourage their kids stay away from big men
in dark rooms and alleys and get decent jobs
instead because, well, even the “legitimate” jobs
in the worldwide fashion and waste removal indus-
tries are part of the Camorra. The chance that
characters leave the realm of Camorra influence is
akin to persons brought up in industrialized
nations choosing to live outside the realm of cap-
italism. The characters are largely incapable of

escaping. The system housingthem is so massive
it can’t be seen in relation to a “non-mob” socie-
ty, and the film acts as a primer for how an entire-
ly different community from our own (or so we
believe until the closing remarks) operates.

This is perhaps one of the most unsettling, and
pertinent, issues that the film points to, seeming-
ly shrugging: we are implicitly involved with the
sins of the system that we rely on for survival. Yes,
the film is explicitly about a mob community, but
the resignation and complacency of the characters
causes me to reflect on my own complacency
when I hear about the bad things (like certain
affairs in Guantanimo Bay and the selling of arms
to other nations) that I think my society is respon-
sible for.

Scenes are frequently shot with some unsteadi-
ness. Instead of the camera being stationary or
panning on a tripod or a moved smoothly on a
track, the camera pans and travels in quick and
unpredictable ways. This is a technique common-
ly used in fiction films. An early (if not origin of
this practice) is the famous Battle of Algiers
(1966). That film was famously released with an
opening disclaimer stating that that none of the
footage, despite appearances, were from authen-
tic newsreels. The “shaky cam” method of adding
realism and excitement to a film is apparently
entrenched, by the look of a slew of independent
films (Blair Witch, August Evening, Ballast,
countless others) and big budget action films
(Cloverfield, Bourne Series).

More than most films of those films, how-
ever, Gomorrah effectively heightens anxiety with
this movement without out appearing as overly–
contrived jitteriness. In one particular shot, the
feet and movement of sneaking gunmen are
revealed just before they kill their victims. When
the camera gives this away with a slight move-
ment, so brief and slight that it seems like an
accident that the audience is shown this informa-
tion, but it raises tension so effectively that one I
can’t help but appreciate what was either
extremely nuanced, or a rare success of this film-
ing style. The camera’s perspective in Gomorrah
actively hides and reveals information. When vio-
lence suddenly punctures the flow of the film, the
camera’s perspective sometimes panics like a
spectator, whipping to capture a victim just shot
or gunmen just leaving. Sometimes violence
occurs when suspected, but more often, we are
reminded that overt violence in this world can
occur at any time—suddenly and without ample
foreboding to let us brace ourselves. The violence
of business and community values, which can be
as destructive, are more subtle and pervasive.

Precocious youths enjoying a day on the beach with some guns stolen from
a local mafia stash. All is molto bene until the boys raise too much hell.

BY ANDREW TATGE Forget American mafia films (for a little while), and see an Italian one
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Fun and Games 2.0
Optimizing_95% Optimizing_96% Optimizing_97% Optimizing_98% Optimizing_99% Loading..... OPTIMIZED!

Carleton Colors: It’s a new term, a new year, and a new Carleton Colors! Color in the rectangle below to dis-
cover the hidden phrase! Don’t forget to color within the lines. Immitating Jackson Pollack
won’t get you any closer to discovering Carleton Colors’ secret phrase.

Smoked weed legally Admired ancient architecture

Beer-bonged absinthe

Judged kids from state schools

Got drunk and went to McDonalds

Made fun of locals for going to McDonalds

Hooked up with host sister(/mother?)

Hooked up with British tourist

Bought a keffiyeh

Became the Best Bargainer Ever!

Discovered cheapest Doner Kebab
in Europe

Discovered self with Irish guys at the hostel

Broadened worldview

Macked on hot German girl on the Pub Crawl

Passed out in Swedish Ikea
Headquarters

Passed out in Munich

Turns out weed isn't legal in the
Czech Republic

Helped the less fortunate

Got robbed on Election night

Instilled democracy

Got malaria

Brought $100 mosquito-proof shirt

Mass e-mailed
about eating mice

Blogged about bowel movements

Encountered hilarious racism

Encountered racism

Played Beirut...in Beirut

Went skinny dipping in river I can't pronounce

Pissed on ancient architecture

Kicked a pigeon

Photographed self with poor children

Rode a camel

Hostel In
Amsterdam

Homestay In
Italy

Teaching English
In Mongolia

Fighting Poverty
In South America

The Bracket Returns From A Term Abroad: You’ll Never Guess What Happened!!
Guten tag! Salaam! Hola! That’s right, the bracket spent fall term abroad. A whole term of globetrotting and learning about ourselves. But what was the wackiest
part of it all? That’s for you to decide. Submit your answers to mailbox 314 or 1015 and start travel blogging about next week’s topic: Large Land Mammals!

A Tournament Presented by Nathaniel Snell, Salomone Baquis, and Kyle Kramer
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The Rod Blagojevich impeachment trial starts. Right now, it's look-
ing a little too likely that the Illinois governor's refusal to resign
might pay off despite his rather obvious guilt. (Since the feds made
their move early, to stop him from getting a Chicago Tribune editor
fired or selling the Senate seat recently vacated by “that mother-
fucker” (President-elect Barack Obama), they might not have been
able to catch him doing something illegal as opposed to just talk-
ing about it.) Here's hoping the state Senate boots him as fast as
they can and he follows that with a trip to the federal pen, so the
Prarie State can go back to corrup—er, business-as-usual. Follow
the action starting January 26.One of four U.S. holidays to

commemorate the life of an
individual, January 19th is
our day to contemplate MLK
Jr. and his legacy, which
should be on our minds even
more than usual this year. (In
case you forgot or (gasp!) did-
n't read the previous count-
down, Barack Obama's inau-
guration is the day after.)
Attend convocation today to
hear Melissa Harris-
Lacewell’s talk about King
Day; next week’s convo also
addresses the civil rights
movement, with Doug

Blackmon lectur-
ing on the lasting
effects of slavery
in post-abolition
America.
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The Countdown
Numbering the days til big things happen.

For hip-hop fans, people who like biopics, peo-
ple who like marijuana, people who like puns
on the word “big,” and a fair number of other
people, this is a highly anticipated flick. As
opposed to 2003's Tupac: Resurrection, which
was a documentary compiled of mostly old
footage, this is an original biopic starring the
little-known rapper Jamal “Gravy” Woolard as

Biggie Smalls, Angela Bassett as his mother,
and Derek Luke as Puff Daddy. It's sort of
unclear as to why this movie is such an exciting
prospect, as it's probably not going to reveal
much we didn't know already, but given how
slight Biggie's catalog is (one normal album, a
double album, a compilation, and a seeds-and-
stems “duets” album, plus a few random
freestyles, demos, and guest appearances),
anything that's new is bound to excite the faith-
ful. Count us among the cautiously optimistic—
it'll probably have a few good scenes and be
worth at least the price of admission.
Unfortunately, it'll just be more cause to note

there hasn't been a
hip-hop album as great
as Ready to Die since
it came out and there
hasn't been a hip-hop
artist as skilled or pop-
ular as Biggie since he
shuffled off this mortal
coil. (Weezy, Jay-Z,
and Kanye—sit down,
please.)

Povich, the fairly
spry host of Maury,
actually got his start
as a news anchor
before he realized
that he couldn't be

an asshole on national television in that occupation. He
might actually be worse than Jerry Springer, because if
you watch his program, he thinks he's helping people; to
show just how wrong he is, type “maury” into YouTube
followed by any of the following terms and watch some
horrible (and horribly funny) videos: “pickles,” “paterni-
ty dance,” “black paternity,” “15 baby” (go about 3:30
in). Eat some cake for him on January 17.

Jacob Gedleyihlekisa Zuma (pictured at right, and
no, we didn’t change that image at all), despite a
renewed attempt to convict him of his 16 charges of
corruption, money-laundering and racketeering, will
almost undoubtedly become president sometime
between April and June. Beloved amongst his fellow
Zulu people and accepted amongst other ethnic
groups, Zuma is a practicing polygamist. He has
been married 6 times and paid the bride-price for
three more: once to the foreign minister; one had

five children with him before she committed suicide; one is Princess Sebentile
Dlamini. Hopefully he has more sane ideas for fixing South Africa than his famed
“taking a shower” method of making sure he wasn’t contracting HIV from the
family friend who accused him of rape. But one could argue he's got a point—
after all, the Large Hadron Collider will probably destroy the world before he ever
becomes symptomatic.

3 days until Martin
Luther King, Jr. Day.

0 days until the movie
Notorious comes out.

day until
Maury Povich’s
70th birthday1 10 days before the Rod Blagojevich

impeachment trial starts.

4 months until Jacob
Zuma becomes presi-
dent of South Africa
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CARTOONS
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TTHHIISS  WWEEEEKK  IINN  TTHHEE  CCAARRLL

PPLLEEAASSEE  RREECCYYCCLLEE  YYOOUURR  CCAARRLL

02 EDITORS’ NOTE
Prescience and struggle in the face of meaninglessness

03 DOORMAT
For the benefit of those who where abroad, Matt Pieh presents a synopsis of
Penisgate ‘08 • Libertarianism and you

05 PERFORMANCES
The Guthrie does Albee, and Mandy Zoch reports • Winter ‘09 previews

06 SOCIETY
Sex and food, or ‘Remember that Seinfeld episode?’ • The next time you con-
sider asking out your chem lab crush, maybe you should grow up first!

08 FEATURE
Dan Sugarman talks to Randy Peck, punk rock Santa

10 MUSIC
Sting gives President Oden the creeps • Kyle Kramer likes the new Animal

Makondo Z BY NARULA BILIK

Collective, cultural implications be damned

12 ARTS & LIT
Alex Sciuto sees the world’s most expensive painting • Sasha Korobova gets
melodramatic • Greg Hunter reads Krazy Kat

14 CINEMA
Andreas Stoehr loves esoteric films, and he doesn’t care who it hurts •
Gomorra’s Italian gangsters shake down Andrew Tatge

16 FUN & GAMES
It’s the student journalism equivalent of Jordan playing for the Wizards: The
Bracket is back!

17 COUNTDOWN
It’s Biggie vs. Blagojevich in a battle for your attention

18 CARTOONS
Spilling over onto the very page you’re reading now!
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